Chapter 10
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

What Your Sign’s
QUALITY
Means to You

QUALITY
AIR signs: Gemini, Libra, Aquarius
FIRE signs : Aries, Leo, Sagittarius
…are optimistic, idealistic, positive and sanguine in nature, confident,
footloose and fancy-free, light-hearted, cheerful, forward-looking, progressive,
affirmative, cooperative, effective, impractical, constructive, useful, helpful,
serviceable, applicable, beneficial, gainful, good, salutatory, contributory, hopeful.
WATER signs: Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces
EARTH signs: Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn
…are pessimistic, realistic, negative and melancholic in nature, lessconfident, depressed, opposed, contrary, inimical, at odds, dissident, doubtful,
dubious, unwilling, unenthusiastic, bleak, dark, fatalistic, jaundiced, gloomy, sober,
mushy, contemplative, pensive, meditative, solemn, heavy-hearted.

EXAMPLE
YOU DILUTED

<—————————> YOU CONCENTRATED

if you are Aries sun or moon or rising

then you are also Libra-concentrated sun or moon or rising

if you are Taurus sun or moon or rising

then you are also Scorpio-concentrated sun or moon or rising

if you are Gemini sun or moon or rising

then you are also Sagittarius-concentrated sun or moon or rising

if you are Cancer sun or moon or rising

then you are also Capricorn-concentrated sun or moon or rising

if you are Leo sun or moon or rising

then you are also Aquarius-concentrated sun or moon or rising

if you are Virgo sun or moon or rising

then you are also Pisces-concentrated sun or moon or rising

IN SHORT:

(water sign)<--Cancer sun
(earth sign)<--Taurus moon
(earth sign)<--Virgo rising

is
is
is

Capricorn concentrated-->(earth sign)
Scorpio concentrated-->(water sign)
Pisces concentrated-->(water sign)

(So, this person is: Cancer+Capricorn sun | Taurus+Scorpio moon | Virgo+Pisces rising)
This person is a total of 6 melancholic qualities which mean:
COMPLETELY NEGATIVE (see page 127 for results)

WHAT IS YOUR QUALITY?
(You should’ve already written down your sun, moon & rising sign on page 78)
Your sun sign is __________
the sign opposite it, is: __________
Your moon sign is __________
the sign it opposite it, is: __________
Your rising sign is __________
the sign opposite it, is:________________
(So, you are:_____ +_____ sun | _____ +_____ moon | ________+________rising)
You are a total of __ ________ and __ ________ which mean:

_________________________________
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Completely Negative (6 of 6)
This quality has 3 water and 3 earth signs in their chart which are the
melancholic, contemplative, pensive, meditative, solemn, heavy-hearted,
pessimistic and “negative natured” characteristics which have much to do with
their still and reactive aura of their water element, and the solid and reactive
aura of their earth element.
This quality’s melancholic nature exude through their conversation, their
body language, their aura, and the way that they carry themselves-even when
they are feeling sanguine-like; as they are never (naturally) sanguine natured.
Because this person is all water and earth, their melancholic “way” is
present-passively or at times (because of their “negative nature”) passiveaggressively, especially when they are feeling melancholic (their true nature).
Earth and water people have a way of magnetically drawing you to
them; sharing their still and solid worlds with you.
Water quality can lure you into its calm and stillness. They can and will
drown you, absorb you into or introduce you to almost every emotion they are
feeling especially during their natural melancholic state.
Earth quality can lure you into its solidity. They are deliberate and
steadfast but can stubbornly resist almost everything especially during their
natural melancholic state.
Completely Positive (6 of 6)
This quality has 3 air and 3 fire signs in their chart, which are the
sanguine, foot-loose and fancy free, light hearted, optimistic and “positive
natured” qualities which have much to do with the active and stirring winds of
their air element, and much like the active and blazing flame of their fire
element.
This quality’s sanguine nature exude through their conversation, their
body language, their aura, and the way that they carry themselves-even when
they are feeling melancholic-like, as they are never (naturally) melancholic
natured.
Because this person is all air and fire, their sanguine “way” is present
aggressively (because of their “positive nature”) especially when they are
feeling sanguine-like (their true nature).
Fire and air people can incite these same qualities in those around them
(especially other air and fire-natured people).
Air quality can wisp you into their free-flowing and
uncontainable world.
Fire quality is inciting and can press upon you, their turbulent
and wildfire way.
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